Rote Pieces
Missus Koala is up in a tree,
Munching on something beginning with G.
I know the answer but not gonna tell. Something with letters G L.
Mr Echidna

Mister Echidna is waddling along,
Looks like a hedgehog but that name is wrong.
If you know his other name please do say, Something with letters S A.
Here we go now, high hand
Playing all the white keys up.
First white key is A,
Riding on the keyboard train.

Here we go now, low hand
Playing all the white keys down.
Last white key is G,
Travel Keyboard Express

A B C, D, E F G, Link, A B C, D, E F G, Trav-el Key-board Ex-press!

A B C, D, E F G, Link, A B C, D, E F G, Trav-el Key-board Ex-press!

G F E, D, C B A, Link, G F E, D, C B A, Trav-el Key-board Ex-press!

G F E, D, C B A, Link, G F E, D, C B A, Trav-el Key-board Ex-press!
In the Bass

A is a space note, B is a line note, C is a space note, D is a line note,

E is a space note, F is a line note, G is a space note, In the bass.
In the Treble

G is a space note, F is a line note, E is a space note, D is a line note, C is a space note, B is a line note, A is a space note, treble clef.
Missing Links

Special new black keys, Help you learn white keys. Middle of black threes, Missing Links!

Let's you see symmetry From an A, to a G. No more mystery. Missing Links!

Easy play middle of keyboard
Peter Peter pumpkin eater,
Had a wife but couldn't keep her.
Put her in a pumpkin shell and there he kept her very well.
See you later, Alligator,
See you later, Terminator,
See you later, Hot Potater,
Alphabet staves, All over the place, From A up to G, Exactly like bass.

Alphabet staves, Where ever they be, Have only three lines, With centre line D.

centre alphabet

centre A  centre D  centre G
I have a very special shirt. It is my fav’rite one.
And ev’ry time I wear that shirt I have a lot of fun.
Blackbirds fly, In the sky,  
Hear them singing, way up high.

Bullfrogs live down on the ground.  
Croak croak croak,  
Deep low sound.
Blackbirds

In     the   sky. Tweet tweet tweet, they   sing up   high.

Black - birds fly in the sky. Tweet tweet tweet, they sing up high.

- plays the TUNE.
- plays the CHORDS.

low side

high side

chords
Bullfrogs

- plays the CHORDS.

- plays the TUNE.

Here come the black birds, In the sky.
Listen to them singing, Way up high.

Here Come the Blackbirds
Here come the bull frogs, On the ground.
Listen to their low down, Deeper sound.
Creeping down chromatic scale (3x), In one keyboard alphabet.

Creeping up chromatic scale (3x), In one keyboard alphabet.
Teach by rote.

Playing on this bottom pair, Playing on this middle pair, Playing on this top pair, in this treble clef.

Bottoms of the treble clef, Middles of the treble clef, Over here is top pair, of the treble clef.
Hop on this side,  
Pairs on this side,  
Hop top sock side,  
Treble clef is this side.

Teacher's Accompaniment:

\[ \text{Staccato:} \]
- a dot over or under the note(s).
- hop off the keys straight after playing.

Treble clef is this side.
Teach by rote.
The Keyboard Train Song

A        B,        C       D       E,         F       G,    Link.

Riding on the keyboard train.

G        F,        E       D       C,             B         A,

Play the keyboard train song.

低音手

高音手

tenuto:
- not staccato

slur: play smoothly
The Keyboard Train Song: Verse 2

In the centre what do I see?

Riding on the keyboard train.

Friendly passengers watching me play the keyboard train song.
Train on Platform

Train on platform number two
Stops all stations to the zoo.
Doors are closing

Please stand clear.
Off we go, out of here.
Then we soon disappear.
Poppa Joe’s, the place to be. Drinking coffee, drinking tea.

Every famous person goes To that place called Poppa Joe’s.
Joe’s Part 2
Joe’s Part 4